Don't let snow, sleet, slush and ice slow you down. Offer wiper blades that perform at their best when the weather is at its worst. TRICO Chill® winter blades feature a protective rubber boot that helps prevent snow and ice from clogging the blade. This allows the blade to maintain even pressure to provide a clean wipe and enhance driving visibility. TRICO Chill wipers are constructed of high-grade steel and extruded rubber for durability and performance that your customers can depend on.

TRICO Chill wiper blades:

- Extreme weather performance
- Rubber boot helps prevent snow and ice from clogging
- Durable steel frame for longer life
- Universal adaptor that fits Side Lock, Hook and Bayonet arms
- Separate part numbers available to fit the popular Pinch Tab and Push Button wiper arms
- Available in 11" to 28" lengths
Anatomy of a better blade

Precision-cut wiping edge for superior wipe

All-metal frame for added strength and durability

Pre-attached adaptor for fast and easy installation

Rubber boot encases blade to help prevent snow and ice build-up

POP materials that drive sales
We’ve redesigned a range of high impact point-of-purchase materials to build excitement in your shop.

Full range of merchandising options:
• Application guides, posters, counter mats and other in-store support materials
• Extensive “how to” sales aids

Ask your TRICO representative or go online to tricoproducts.com to request materials.

Stock up on TRICO Chill® wiper blades today.
For unmatched service and support, you know you can always depend on TRICO. And your customers can trust you to give them dependable OE quality wiper blades that endure the test of time. Stock up on TRICO Chill wiper blades today.
For more information, contact your TRICO representative at 1-800-388-7426 or visit tricoproducts.com/chill.